
You have just received  
a prepaid card – Prima Data

The card is ready to be used 

Now you can use your new SIM card. Insert it into your mobile phone, enter your PIN: 0000 (4 zeros) and make your first 
call to 444 to activate the card. When you hear the message, press 2 (for English) and then press 2 again. This will activate 
the card. From now on, you can make and receive calls, send and receive SMS/MMS and connect to the internet using  
the mobile data. In order to use the mobile data, you need to check your mobile phone settings in the Mobile Data section. 
The APN must be named “internet”.

You can top up your card with further credit and buy more data. Or you can use it only until your credit and data run out. 
However, even then you can still receive calls, SMS/MMS for up to 1 year after the card activation date.

You can verify the remaining credit and the remaining data by sending an SMS with text “STAV” to 445.

The SIM card is registered to your name. Therefore, do not give it to strangers and in case you no longer need it,  
please destroy it by cutting it in halves.

I want to use more of this card 

If the initial free package is not enough for you and you would like to use the card further, you can top up your credit  
and then use it to buy other service packages.

You can top up the credit directly at the point of sale that issued the card, or you can buy Prima scratch card at OMV,  
JET, Slovnaft and Benzinol petrol stations. The scratch cards can also be purchased at retail shops across Slovakia.  
Look for the Prima sign at the cash desk.

* This is a temporary price offer and Orange Slovensko, a.s. reserves the right to cancel the offer anytime unilaterally as of the date determined  
by Orange.  

Prima Data includes:
  2 € credit for calls, SMS/MMS, data (free for you) valid for 12 months;
  10 GB data that you can be using in the Slovak Republic, EU and in the Zone 1 for 30 days;
  60 minutes of free calls to Ukraine that expire in 12 months;
  Uniform price of calls to all fixed and mobile networks in the Slovak Republic, EU and the Zone 1 = 0.10 €/min.;
  Uniform price of SMS/MMS to all fixed and mobile networks in the Slovak Republic, EU and the Zone 1 = 0.06 €/1 pc;
  Free endless calls to 1 phone number in Orange network for 6 months;
  Free CLIP – you can see the number that is calling you;
  Optional further services to be activated (call, message, data packages).

How to connect with your relatives and friends in Ukraine 

From 6 April 2022 you have 60 minutes of free calls to Ukraine. We will inform you 
by SMS after you have used up 50 minutes of your free calls to Ukraine.

Once you have used up your free minutes, from 6 April 2022 until further 
notice you can make calls to Ukraine at the following rates*:
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Calls to mobile networks in Ukraine 0.25 €/min.

Calls to fixed lines to Ukraine 0.25 €/min.

SMS to Ukraine 0.1406 €/SMS



For more information go to
www.orange.sk/ukrajina

You can purchase any of our additional services at our orange outlets:

Calls:

  For a single payment: 
   Endless Calls for one day, 
    Endless Calls for one week;
  For a single payment with 30-day validity: Endless Calls to 1 number in Orange network for 30 days;
  For a single payment or with automatic renewal: 100-minute Package for 30 days. 

Messages:

  For a single payment or with automatic renewal:
   Package of 100 messages for 30 days,
   Endless messages for 30 days.

Data:

  For a single payment: Endless Data for one day, 1 GB of data for one week,
  For a single payment, repeated payment or with automatic renewal after all data are spend:
   Prima Data 200 MB for 30 days,
   Prima Data 1 GB for 30 days,
   Prima Data 2 GB for 30 days,
   Prima Data 10 GB for 30 days.

We hope you will enjoy our PRIMA card.

You can activate these data packages via SMS:

Package name Description Price

200 MB You can purchase the package by sending an SMS with text “200A”  
to 445. The data can be used for 30 days from the last activation. 1 €

1 GB You can purchase the package by sending an SMS with text “1GB A”  
to 445. The data can be used for 30 days from the last activation. 4 €

2 GB You can purchase the package by sending an SMS with text “2GB A”  
to 445. The data can be used for 30 days from the last activation. 6 €

10 GB You can purchase the package by sending an SMS with text “10GB A”  
to 445. The data can be used for 30 days from the last activation. 10 €

Endless data for 1 day
After spending 5 GB, your data speed will be 3 Mbit/s. You can purchase  
the package by sending an SMS with text “DEN5GB A” to 445. The data  
can be used until midnight of the day of activation.

2 €

1 GB of data for 1 week
You can purchase the package by sending an SMS with text “TYZ1GB A”  
to 445. The data can be used for 7 days after the day of activation,  
including the day of activation.

2 €
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